Tigercat RemoteLog™ is a complete telematics system for machine monitoring. Everything you need to know is organized within an easy-to-use web interface.

RemoteLog provides data that matters in near-real-time using satellite transmission with no need for a cellular signal.
Be connected to your forestry operation from almost anywhere. All you need is RemoteLog, a tablet or computer, and the Internet.

Keep an eye on the data that matters to you. Dig deeper only if you need to.

1. Geographic Location
2. Activity Timeline
3. Fuel Levels and Consumption
4. Mechanical Dashboard
5. Diagnostic Messages

1. GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
The dashboard contains an interactive Google Map with road, satellite and topographic views clearly displaying the location of each machine. Custom shape file maps with cut block and boundary information can easily be uploaded. A breadcrumb feature allows you to track the path of a selected machine over the course of a specified time interval.

2. ACTIVITY TIMELINE
The colour coded timeline graphically displays the work day, showing the amount of time the machine was working, refuelling, at idle, or shutdown. Multiple machines can be selected for comparison.

Changing the time interval to more than one day will automatically adjust the scale of view to show multiple days in a timeline.
3. FUEL LEVEL AND FUEL CONSUMPTION MANAGEMENT
A horizontal fuel gauge tells you the current fuel level and estimated fuel remaining. Further analytics provide the average fuel consumption per day or over a custom time interval.
4. MECHANICAL DASHBOARD
A wide variety of mechanical parameters can be viewed at the end of the shift. For example: DEF tank level, maximum engine coolant temperature, average engine load, maximum hydraulic oil temperature and much more.

In the analytics screen, if deeper analysis is required, many parameters, such as hydraulic oil temperature, can be displayed as a histogram for a selected time interval. Reports can be easily emailed to a smartphone or computer.

5. DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGES
Messages are sent via email or SMS text message to notify you of a critical issue. A description of the alert, failure source, cause and repair suggestion are provided. Critical messages are red and less urgent messages are amber. The list of message recipients can be customized. These messages are the same alerts the operator sees in the cab – giving you the same visibility as the operator.
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DATA THAT MATTERS.

When specified on a new machine, RemoteLog comes with a free subscription to start. After the free subscription ends, plans are available for purchase through your Tigercat dealer. Retrofit kits are available for Tigercat FPT powered machines. Contact your dealer for details.

Simply connect to the web portal at remotelog.tigercat.com

GET DATA THAT MATTERS WITH TIGERCAT REMOTELOG.

QUICK FACTS:

• No operator training required

• Preset reports available with further customization if desired

• Prescheduled reports can be sent by email on a daily, weekly or monthly basis

• Custom notifications can be sent to your smartphone or email

• Fuel level reports can be sent to a central location to plan fuel deliveries

• Worksite maps can be uploaded and displayed as an overlay on Google Maps

• The machine’s geographic location coordinates can be exported to Google Maps to quickly determine driving directions

• Quick and easy reference to machine hours for each machine in the fleet to help plan your maintenance

• Fuel level reports can be sent to a central location to plan fuel deliveries

• Multi-language support, plus custom settings for local time zones

• Machines can be grouped in any combination based on type, crew, location, or other parameters

• Your Tigercat dealer can receive text or email messages communicating machine location, diagnostic messages and other important mechanical information to optimize service calls, quickly get the right parts to the right location and maximize machine uptime
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